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 NOTEBOOK WORK 

 SUBJECT-ENGLISH 

STD: IV                                                                   TOPIC-A TRUE FRIEND             

                               
I. Complete the table- 

 

Words Synonyms Antonyms 

determined resolute, strongminded irresolute, hesitating 

excuse justification blame 

injured hurt healed 

deserve to be worthy of undeserve 

betray deceive, cheat undeceive 

bitterly inconsolably, unhappily happily 

jealous envious, untrusting trusting 

forgive excuse blame 

proud haughty humble 

friend mate, pal foe, rival 

beaten defeated victorious, unbeaten 

 
II. Reference to the context- 

1. “Excuse me sir, I want to speak to you.” 

Ans: The above sentence is taken from the lesson “A True Friend” and is said by Rahul 

to the principal when Rahul realized that he had betrayed his best friend Raj and he felt 

guilty about it.  

 

III. Answer the following questions- 

Q1. How did Rahul plan to win the race? 

Ans: Rahul dug a pit on the path where Raj was supposed to run. He covered it with 

leaves so that Raj would step on the pit and fall down. This was his plan to win the race. 

 

Q2. What advice did the Principal give to Rahul? 

Ans: The principal advised Rahul not to betray his friend and to study very hard 

and secure good marks in the exams. 

 

IDIOMS-. An idiom is an ‘expression’ or a ‘phrase’ whose meaning does not relate to the 

literal meaning of its words. 

Egs- 

1. pull someone’s leg- tease or joke with someone 

2. under the weather- sick  

 



 

                                           TOPIC: Mix up at birth 

I. Write the antonyms of :  

1. never x always                           4. ignorant x aware  

2. frantic x calm                             5. horror x delight  

3. first x last    

 

II. Write the synonyms of:  

1. frantic-worried                          4. ignorant - unaware  

2. crib - cradle                               5. grateful - thankful  

3. horror - shock 

 

III. Answer the following question-  

1. What did Sunil Gavaskar hope for the other baby?  

Ans: Sunil Gavaskar hoped that the other man(baby) would start taking a little more 

interest in Sunil, when he will read Sunil Gavaskar’s autobiography. 
 

 

 

 

 


